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This primary source is one of several pamphlets by the Kentucky suffragist Mrs. Susan 
Look Avery (read more about Avery in the biosketch by Dr. Ann Allen on H-Kentucky at 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6xbndcg>). Avery wrote this pamphlet as a contribution to suffrage 
literature that would be used by local and state organizations to distribute at meetings or 
to newspaper editors, or to accompany petitions to legislators. It was signed with her full 
name and where she wrote it - in Chicago, where she often visited her daughter for long 
periods of time. She lived for much of her life in Louisville and had a summer home in 
Wyoming, New York - she started women's suffrage clubs in both places over the years. 
Before the Civil War she was an abolitionist, and afterwards she supported the women’s 
rights movement as a part of her advocacy for human rights during a time of increasing 
racial violence in the nineteenth century. Avery uses the term “negro” in this pamphlet 
since it was considered by many to be a dignified form of description for African 
Americans at this time. Just as the pamphlet engendered discussion and debate in her 
time period, the Kentucky Woman Suffrage Project leaders hope that you will spend 
some time discussing the pamphlet with classmates, family and community members 
today. The pamphlet was transcribed by Eugenia Potter and can be read below:   

 

JUSTICE TO THE NEGRO 
 
     It seems to have become popular, even in the North, to regard negro suffrage a failure—and 
to acquiesce in an effort to make it a failure.  This, to me, is unmistakable evidence of the 
decadence of patriotism—of which we have another humiliating example in our war on the 
Fillipinos.  For ourselves, as American Citizens---without regard to the welfare of the negroes—
we cannot afford to be unjust to them!  Our teaching and training have made them what they 
are! 
     Had the whites been truly just, not to say magnanimous, they would have said at the close of 
the war: 
     “My colored friends, you have served us long and well.  Your unrequited labor made us rich. 
You are now free.  Henceforth you shall have a fair race in an open field.  We have the 
advantage of you now and intend to hold it, but if in the strife for a higher civilization you can 
overtake and pass us, so we will yield the pain and say, ‘God speed you!’” 
     With the manifestation of a just and kindly spirit a race war would have been impossible. 
     If we search the history of the world, we shall find no story more pathetic, and in multitudes 
of cases none more tragic, than that of the colored people of this country.  Stolen from their 
native land, sold into a bondage in which they were held for centuries in the most abject 
slavery, with no rights, even of person, which their masters were bound to respect; helpless 
and hopeless they lived on in peaceful, friendly and often intimate and trusted relations with 
whites. 
     How they became free we need not relate here.  It is enough to say that it was not because 
of their asking.  Freedom was thrust upon them, not from motive of humanity, or philanthropy 
for them; but as a last resort for the presentation of our Union.  The Ballot was given them as a 
supposed means of protection. 



     As a race they have proven themselves amiable, docile, forgiving and quite as trustworthy as 
could have been expected when we consider their training and environment. 
     I think it would be difficult to find a white race, which as slaves, would have protected the 
interests of their absent masters as they did during our civil war.  They not only protected their 
families—wives and daughters—but in many cases provided also the means for their 
subsistence.  Indeed it would be difficult to invalidate the oft-repeated statement that not till 
the negro aspired to a higher manhood was he objectionable to the whites. 
     Believing that the Golden Rule is of universal application, and that the Sermon on the Mount 
will never become obsolete, the more I read and hear of the feeling manifested by the whites 
toward the negro, the less I am inclined to justify their attitude.  They assume it is to be their 
right to rule arrogantly, with or without law, evidently expecting the colored man to practice 
the forbearance and self-control generally acquired by education only; and that he shall forego 
his right of citizenship also.  As evidence of the feeling which dominates the South, I quote an 
editorial from a Bristol, Tenn., paper: 
     “The negro problem has long been one of the gravest importance to the people of the South, 
and the recent race riots in the Carolinas have brought it even more forcibly before the public.  
There has never been a time since the civil war, perhaps, when the two races were at peace 
and on friendly terms in all sections of the Southern states.  There has always been more or less 
trouble and ill-feeling; but the dire possibility of negro equality, the threatened calamity of 
negro domination in some of our sister states, has aroused hatred and prejudice to the point of 
slaughter, and intensified existing enmity between the white man and the black, to the last 
degree.  
     “The Southern people are averse to bloodshed, and resort to the shotgun policy only when 
that alternate is forced upon them . . . In the North the negro’s offense has mostly been 
competition with white labor; while in the South he ignorantly aspires to domination and seeks 
equality.  This danger is ever present and ever growing, and as the lines are becoming more and 
more sharply drawn, it is only a question of time when race riots will become frequent.  There 
seems to be no solution to this problem, which as time goes by becomes more complex.  The 
negro is a free citizen by the grace of government, and under the law has rights equal to the 
white man. And yet, where negro supremacy is possible by reason of numerical strength, the 
white man has shown that he will never submit.” 
     While multitudes of people in the South deprecate this feeling, in this quotation is manifest 
the quintessence of the spirit which has persistently antagonized the black man.  He knows that 
morally and legally he is entitled to political equality.  That he aspires to social equality (except 
possibly in rare cases) I do not believe. 
     We send missionaries to Africa at vast expense of life and treasure, in an effort to spread the 
gospel of Christ, to inculcate a belief in the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of men.  
Would not those whom we call heathen be justified in sending missionaries to us, North and 
South? 
        SUSAN LOOK AVERY. 
                                                                                            Chicago, April, 1903.  
 


